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1. 	 The head of the space program will not be satisfied unless all work is done with the utmost 


. CA. accurate B. accurately C. accuracy D. more accuracy) 


2. 	 No one is at fault, according to the company . (A. speaker B. man C. teller D. 


spokesperson) 


3. 	 Henry has a life. During the day, he is a student. In the evenings, he works as a waiter. 

On Saturdays, he teaches swimming to children, and on Sundays, he sings in a choir. CA. 
varied B. variety C. vary D. variable) 

4. 	 Can you explain all the I see on my pay statement? CA. deduct B. deductions C. 


deductibles D. deduc~ing) 


5. 	 I'm sorry, but this area is to bank personnel only. CA. restricted B. restriction C. 


restrict D. restricts) 


6. 	 The experience I received being an apprentice was __. CA. costly B. pricey C. 


expensive D. invaluable) 


· 7. Members must be single and earn at least $2 million a year. If you meet these qualifications, 

you are for membership. (A. eligible B. titled C. inadequate D. financed) 

8. 	 If you have any comments or suggestions, do not hesitate to let us know. We look forward to 

hearing your . CA. feedback B. talk C. complaints D. problems) 

i 9. Your during our visit has been greatly appreciated. (A. hospice B. hospital C. 

hospitality D. hospitable) 

10. 	 Ms. Parker was very __ with the answers the job applicant gave during the interview. CA. 
impress B. impressionable C. impression D. impressed) 

11. 	 You have not paid your invoices in three months. Interest of 16.8% is being applied to your 

__ balance. (A. upstanding B. remunerated C. remainder D. overdue) 

12. 	 Investors are relieved that all say the stock market will bounce back in the next six 


months. CA. predicaments B. predilections C. predictions D. predicates) 


13. 	 In order to get a __, you must bring in the defective product with a valid receipt. (A. 


reimbursement B. premium C. duplication D. refund) 


14. 	 It is recommended that potential investors the help of financial advisors before 


investing. CA. are seeking out B. seek out C. to seek out D. sought out) 


i 15. 	 The government's decision to lower tariffs will allow the volume of imports to __ 


tremendously. (A. extrapolate B. exhibit C. expand D. exhale) 
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16, 	 At our new headquarters, we finally have more than enough room for everyone. Our offices 

are modern and (A. traditional B, undersized C. overcrowded D. spacious) 

17. 	 The of the school declines after the incident. CA. prestige B. prestigious C. 

rigid D. rigidity) 

18. 	 With the approach of the holiday season, employees are __ awaiting their bonuses. CA, 

anxiety B. anxious C. anxiousness D. anxiously) 

19. 	 Because of security concerns, all job applicants are carefully before interviews are 

granted. CA. screamed B. screened C. scrawled D. scraped) 

20. 	 Statistics show that the way people live the way they eat. CA. determines B. 

determination C. depending D. decision) 

~'~*.~~~'.ili••~~-••~,~.~~~.~a 
21. 	 You should __ careful __ of what she tells you because she knows their strategy well. 

(A. take ... delight B. take ... sides C. take ... note D. take ... risks) 

22. 	 That clerk stands a counter all day. (A. on B. in C. behind D. above) 

23. I would do it if I could, but I can't, so I __ even try. (A. had not to B. won't C. ought to 

D. must have) 

24. Who will the advertising manager's projects while she is on vacation? (A. take away 

B. take up C. take over D. take off) 

25. 	 Two decades ago, firefighters quickly put out every fire. (A. were used to B. is 

used to C. used to D. was used to) 

26. 	 She had tears in her eyes, looking as if she was __ burst out crying. (A. about in B. 

about to C. about for D. about at) 

27. 	Our ancestors remarkable people to have lived with such hardships. (A. could have been 

B. must have been C. should be D. will be) 

28. 	 This building is used. (A. anymore B. once C. rather D. no longer) 

29. 	 She speaks perfect English. If you don't see her , you may well mistake her for an 

American. (A. to speak B. spoke C. speaks D. speaking) 

30. 	 the bad location, the management is confident of success. (A. Despite B. Since C. 

With D.As) 

31. 	 A portion of the world's population is overfed, __ most people are underfed. CA. if B. 

since C. whereas D. once) 
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32. He was ___ qualified of all the applicants. (A. less B. the least C. least D. the less) 

33. Stock prices are they were last week. (A. the highest B. high C. higher D. higher 

than) 

34. 	 person in our community is the mayor. (A. The most famous B. The more famous C. 

Famous D. More famous) 

35. The doctor told him to avoid meat. (A. eating B. eat C. eaten D. to eat) 

36. Could you show me how to __ the copy machine? (A. take hold B. turn on C. find out 

D. leave oft) 

37. 	 The weather report predicts it will rain __ become colder. (A. neither B. nor C. and 

D. either) 

38. The number above the company logo gives the percentage of materials in that particular 

bag. (A. recycling B. recycled C. have recycled D. to be recycling) 

39. The chairwoman decided to __ sending the letter until Monday. (A. take on B. keep up 

C. put off D. pick up) 

40. 	 There has been strong competition; , the new company has made great profits. (A. 

instead B. nonetheless C. then D. despite) 
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J 41 Jt. 45 ,l!~,l!~Ji 

People's actions are affecting wildlife. Animals, like tigers, jaguars, and others may become 

extinct 41 we don't save them. Leda is a jaguar with two cubs living in Emas National Park. 

Although she is safe inside the park's borders, the land surrounding the park is quickly 42 for 

crops. Thankfully, for Leda and other animals, a network of corridors is left for them to use. This· 

leads animals away from farmland, 43 they may be shot by ranchers, back to their natural 

habitats. 

Leda escapes from the park into human territory when her cubs are killed. 44, she's 

wearing a tracking collar. Biologists hope to find her before ranchers or poachers do. The jaguar's 

habitats have shrunk 45 40 percent in the past 100 years. Therefore, it's much easier for 

jaguars and humans to encounter each other. 

41. 	 (A. if B. while C. only D. until) 

42. 	 (A. clearing B. been cleared C. being cleared D. being clearing) 
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43. (A. where B. which C. what D. when) 

44. CA. Unfortunately B. Surprisingly C. Clearly D. Luckily) 

45. CA. with B. by C. in D. on) 

Nowadays, so many people in Taiwan are crazy about the lottery. People try their luck in the 

lottery of hitting the jackpot some day. Some people even stake all their money 

the lottery. They are so desperate to win that these gamblers will incredible things for 

lucky numbers. For example, some people watch how birds flock or how many dogs gather at a 

certain spot. Superstitious people ask soothsayers or the 49 "sacred tree" for advice. Some 

of them might lose a fortune overnight. However, before the day of the next lottery 50 , they 

still go to the lottery shops to try their luck. 

46. (A. looking forward B. for fear C. in spite D. in the hope) 

47. (A. on B. with C. for D. at) 

48. (A. go for B. tum to C. knock at D. give rise to) 

49. (A. called-so B. what-called C. so-called D. called-what) 

50. (A. drawing B. opening C. showing D. takeout) 
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